
Assessment of Damages 

NOMINAL DAMAGES  
Awarded as a token acknowledgement of the plaintiff being wrong. There is no actual 
damage to the plaintiff, as the actions are actionable per se. (Law v Wright) 

CONTEMPTOUS DAMAGES 
Awarded when the court disapproves of the plaintiffs conduct, but they are still entitled to 
succeed. The plaintiff is unlikely to be awarded costs. (Connolly v Sunday Times 
Publishing Co Ltd). 

EXEMPLARY OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES  
Awarded where there has been a conscious wrong-doing and the court wishes the 
damages to act as a deterrent. (Uren v John Fairfax & Sons Pty Ltd) 

• Cannot be claimed for industrial accident cases (s 309 Workers Rehabilitation Act
2003 (Qld) )

• Cannot be awarded in relation to personal injury damages (s 52(1) CLA)
• However subsection (1) does not apply to personal injury damages if the act that

causes the injury was an unlawful intentional act with intent to cause the injury ( s
52(2)(a) CLA) or an unlawful sexual assault (s 52(2)(b) CLA).

AGGRAVATED DAMAGES 
Awarded when the defendants conduct resulted in humiliation of the plaintiff or injury to 
their dignity. (Uren v John Fairfax & Sons Pty Ltd) 

• Cannot be awarded for personal injury (s 52(1) CLA).
• Cannot be awarded for negligence (Kralj v McGrath)

COMPENSATORY DAMAGES 
Awarded for actual damage to place the plaintiff in the position as if no tort had been 
committed. (Butler v Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing Board). Broadly three types of 
damages a plaintiff may recover ; loss of earning capacity from date of the incident, 
financial loss (ambulance costs, medical, rehab, future costs) and non-pecuninary losses 
(pain and suffering, capacity to engage to hobbies etc) (CSR Ltd v Eddy). 

THE INDEMINTY PRINCIPLE 
An award of damages must not enrich the plaintiff, nor should the plaintiff be under 
compensated (Admiralty Commissioners v SS Valeria). Dictates the plaintiff only receives 
net rather than gross, and advantages brought to plaintiff must be set off. Future economic 
losses are discounted, and interest can be awarded for out of pocket expenses. To achieve 
the indemnity principle, the court must take into account any overlap or duplication in the 
various heads of damage (Graham v Baker). 
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These are subject to any statutory limitations eg/ threshold for GS and maximum earning 
amounts for lost earning capacity.  
 
Excluded: 

• Future loss of earning capacity of the deceased s 66(2)(d) SA 
• Non-pecuniary losses such as pain and suffering, bodily or mental harm, loss of 

expectation of life s 66(2)(a) SA 
• Exemplary Damages s 66(2)(b) 

 
NOVEL DUTIES 
 
Jurisdiction: Queensland, therefore Queensland statute and common law apply  
Time Limitations: 3 years from date of accrual s 11 Limitations of Actions Act 1974 (Qld). 
6 years for property damage s 10 LOAA  
Onus: On plaintiff to prove (Donoghue v Stevenson) 
 
Identify parties 
 
Is it a novel duty of care? What kind of injury? If not an established category, it is a novel 
duty of care and the court applies the multi-factorial approach (Sullivan v Moody).  
 
The kind of harm suffered must be recognised as being compensable and an infringement 
of a legally recognised right. (eg/ is the harm actionable?)  

• What kind of harm has been suffered?  
• Is it recognised harm?  
• Harm must have been a reasonably foreseeable result of the conduct.  
• Identify relevant factors 
• Develop arguments for and against find a duty 
• Evaluation of factors resulting in conclusion 

 
*analogise with cases!  
 
Sullivan v Moody (not an exhaustive list) 

• Reasonable foreseeability 
• Nature of the harm 
• Control and Vulnerability 
• Nature of Relationships 
• Characteristics of the activity 
• Coherency of the law 
• Indeteminancy 
• Law Reform recommendations, relevant legislation, over seas decisions etc 
• Ethical and Moral Considerations, including human rights  
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ii) Circumstances surrounding the provision of advice or information  
• How the advice is obtained is relevant 
• No duty of care if the representation was provided in a casual or social 

context where the gravity of the inquiry was not made clear (MCL v Evatt).  
• A pre-existing business relationship between plaintiff and defendant 

presides over any argument that the representation was given as ‘a friend in 
a social context (Mbakwe v Sarkis) eg/ the long history of the plaintiff 
making investments on the defendant’s advice made it clear that the 
inquiry would have been of a serious nature  

• Tepko Pty Ltd v Water Board held not reasonable for plaintiff to rely on 
the information in the circumstances, as the board was a reluctant 
participant. 

• Not essential that the speaker knows the precise use the information be 
used for, as long as they know it is for a serious purpose. (Tepko v 
Waterboard). 

iii) Identity, position and skill 
• A relationship between client and professional means requirement of 

reliance need not be specifically pleaded (Pullen v Gutteridge, Haskins & 
Davey Pty Ltd). 

• Statements by a real estate agent as to the viability of a motel could not be 
reasonably relied upon (Norris v Sibbera) 

• Not necessary for the defendant to be in the business of giving advice or 
information (MCL v Evatt) 

• Statutory authorities owe a duty to exercise reasonable skill and diligence 
in ensuring information supplied is correct, as recipient’s are likely to rely 
on it for serious purposes. (Shaddock v Parramatta) eg/ Plaintiffs would 
not have purchased the property if they knew the road widening would 
occur. Had made inquiries with the council who issued a certificate 
without any information concerning road widening.  

• The authority will be liable if it is reasonable to rely on the information in 
the circumstances (Tepko v Waterboard) eg/ Unreasonable to rely on 
estimate provided as the water board was not obliged to give a cost of the 
proposed development and had only done so under pressure.  

iv) Reliance by third parties  
• Reliance is not reasonable by the third party unless the defendant knew or 

ought to have known the third party would rely on the information 
(Esanda) 

• Fear of indeterminate liability. Consider coherency. 
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Pursuant of Business Interests 
• A duty in respect of defective structures does not require a consideration of 

whether a duty would conflict with a defendant’s right to pursue legitimate 
business interests (Woolcock Investments) 

• Imposing a duty will not make builders liability greater, just changes to whom it is 
owed (Bryan v Maloney) 

 
Indeterminacy  
Indeterminacy will not ordinarily defeat a claim in a defective buildings case as liability is 
ordinarily restricted to when the damage manifests itself. (Woolcock Investments) 
 
Coherency  

• No disconformity between obligations owed to original owner and subsequent 
purchaser (Woolcock Investments) 

• Imposition of a duty must be consistent with other legal doctrines principles and 
policies (Woolcock Investments) 

• If contract with original owner excludes liability (disclaimer), no duty will be 
owed to the subsequent purchaser. (Bryan v Maloney) 

 
Legislation 
Consider legislative requirements in building  
 
CONCLUDE WHETHER DUTY IS OWED 
 
BRIEF CASE SUMMARIES 
Bryan v Maloney: Subsequent purchaser of house. Inadequate house footings discovered 
resulting in loss of value. Duty was owed. 
 
Woolcock Street Investments Pty Ltd v CDG: Company bought office and warehouse 
complex, action for PEL against engineers and employer who designed building. Footings 
of buildings were negligently designed or negligently installed. No pre-purchase 
inspection, did not obtain warranties. No assignment of rights by engineers. Cost for 
demolishing and reconstructing and loss of resale value. No duty owed as those engaged 
in commerce have capacity to protect themselves, influenced by profit not necessity and 
personal need for somewhere to live, and are less vulnerable and reliant than home 
buyers.  
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tenancy. Duty only to take reasonable care in hiring the contractor, not that care is 
taken.  

• Road authorities to road users not recognised as a non-delegable duty (Leichardt 
Municipal Council v Montgomery) eg/ fell through broken pit, appropriate to go 
after independent contractor but has already settled with him. Council’s duty was 
to take reasonable care not that reasonable care be taken 

 
BREACH AND SCOPE 

• Scope is to provide safe working environment and reasonable care is taken. 
• Can apply s9 CLA for strict liability test as fault need not be proven 

OR 
• Preferably fault on part of defendant to satisfy breach (NSW v Lepore) eg/ what 

did the defendant do wrong? What could have the defendant done to prevent 
damage? Maybe safety equipment? 

• Is it breach by a third party of negligence of the person who owes the non-
delegable duty? 

• Plaintiff cannot sue for breach of non-delegable duty if the action is intentional 
(Samin v Queensland) 

• It is not a promise to indemnify plaintiff against injury or harm, it is a duty 
requiring party to take reasonable steps to prevent harm (Rich v Queensland) 

• BUT FOR the actions of the defendant, would the damage have occurred? 
 
CONCLUDE BREACH. BRIEFLY  
GO THROUGH DAMAGE s11 

• Is it legally recognised harm? 
• Related to the breach? 
• Intervening acts? 
• Factual Causation? 

 
ANY DEFENCES? 
 
REMEDIES – Compensatory  
 
NOTE: Always consider both vicarious liability and non-delegable duty when there is an 
employer-employee situation  
 
BRIEF CASE SUMMARIES 
 
Hollis v Vabu:  Respondent was a courier; appellant was injured by the courier on his own 
bicycle. Held he was an employee as whilst he used his own transport, was wearing the 
company uniforms, using their radio equipment, and was told how to work, pay could not 
be negotiated etc.  
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Substantial 
• Must be a substantial degree of interference with comfort and convenience (Munro 

v Southern Dairies) 
• A single nights sleep caused by noise could amount to substantial interference 

(Munro) 
• Social utility of delivering milk in Munro was insufficient. 

 
 
Unreasonable – onus shifts to defendant to prove reasonableness 

• Each individual impliedly consents to reasonable give and take so that 
interferences which are trivial are treated as incidents of every day life. (Stormer v 
Ingram) 

• Not a question of whether the defendants actions are unreasonable, but whether 
the defendant’s conduct upon plaintiff’s use and enjoyment of the land is 
unreasonable. (Walter v Selfe) 

• Test: An interference will be unreasonable if it materially interferes with ordinary 
comfort of human existence (Walter v Selfe) 

• No action if the plaintiff is abnormally sensitive to the harm caused by 
interference (Munro v Southern Dairies) 

• Court must balance competing interests of parties (Southwark London Borough 
Council v Tanner) 

 
1. Locality – may determine which activities are reasonable. (Sturges v Bridgman) 

• The fact locaility has changed over time will not prevent interference being 
unreasonable at the action is brought. (Munro v Southern Dairies) eg/ 
defendant had been stabling horses for many years 

• Compliance with planning legislation does not necessarily prevent activity 
from being unreasonable (Hunter v Canary) 

 
2. Time – will be a factor determining reasonableness. Loud noise at night or early 

morning may be unreasonable but reasonable at other times during the day (Halsey 
v Esso Petroleum Co Ltd) 

3. Duration – has an impact on whether the interference is reasonable.  
• Length and for how many days over what period of time are relevant (Sedleigh 

–Denfield v O’Callaghan) 
• Loss of one nights sleep due to noise could be substantial interference (Munro 

v Southern Dairies) 
• Interferences of long durations not necessarily unreasonable in construction 

work, as everyone has to put up with certain degrees of discomfort (Andreae v 
Selfridge & Co Ltd) 
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